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This workbook is meant to be a kick-starter to shifting your business from the grind, hustle, grind
some more routine and start having you achieve more with your life and business.

Reading an entire book can seem like a big task. It's meant to be worked through, like a process.
You can read the entire thing through once, and then go back and put pen to paper, or you can
start working and doing as soon as you turn the page! 

This workbook is the perfect preparation for a Strategy call with me. You will gain clarity and
inspiration and be able to start taking some actions right away. If you really want to make the
most of these questions and resources, then I high encourage you to APPLY for a Dream Life Call
with me to make sure you are rocking and rolling in the right direction!

What to expect in these pages: 

The exact templates you need to make relevant connections in your field, and to be featured
in major publications 
The mindset tools you need to keep your self-improvement simple, constant, and powerful
How to use your current platforms and social media channels to establish and grow your
authentic brand.

How to use this workbook
This is not meant to be another "to-do" you add to your piles of resources



Born and raised in small town Wisconsin, I did "all of the right things" to get me into my dream
college, and eventually my "dream job"...

I decided the first place I could make an impact was with college students. Their raw interest in
the world, and their willingness to try and learn anything made undergraduates my ideal
population to work with. I landed a "job of my dreams" working as an Advisor.

I was floating. For about 4 months...

Adults don't just have meaningful conversations and roll around in cash all day! I found that work
days are filled with repetitive meetings, Facebook creeping, too much free coffee, and mindlessly
clicking through emails. I looked down my own career path to only see 30 years of monotony
until I could retire. Where had my big dreams of “changing the world” and living in
sunshine gone?

I'll never forget when a student asked me, "If you could do anything all day, what would you do?" I

About The Author
I’m Hanna, a real person helping other real people like YOU blast through fear
and self doubt to take action and create the life and business you’ve only given
yourself permission to dream about…UNTIL NOW!



was startled by how quickly I responded, "I would help people figure out how to live their best
life".

So I decided to make that dream real, and start my own online coaching business in 2016.

My journey in Founding Dream Life is Real Life has been filled with more plot twists, tears and
celebrations than an episode of American Idol, I must admit.

Before everything started to click for me, I was stuck in a frustrating and draining routine of
trying to do EVERYTHING by myself day-in-day-out, consuming freebie courses and e-books like
they were zero calorie brownies, and feeling like the harder I worked the less I got in return…

“My 8 year old self would be kicking me if she knew I had just reached a comfortable plateau and
settled.”

Don’t get me wrong, I wasn’t totally miserable….

The reality was that compared to most other people, I was actually making a good income of
around $5,000 every month doing a lot of what I loved, and feeling fairly free to spend my time
grocery shopping at 11am, and napping at 2pm. 

But I wasn’t FULFILLED!

It just wasn’t enough for me. I not only wanted more, I knew I was destined for more. My 8 year
old self would be kicking me if she knew I had just reached a comfortable plateau and settled!

NO! I didn’t want to just pay bills, buy organic greens, and take trips anymore. I wanted to leave a
BIGGER LEGACY.

Spinning on the hampster wheel of thinking of new offers, booking calls with leads, being
completely attached to my phone and earning $5,000 month in and month out was not for me.

Now, as an Official Member of Forbes Coaches Council, I support business owners, entrepreneurs,
and professionals on creating and growing businesses with the skills and passions they already
have. I teach them the EXACT blueprint that has created my 6-figure online business WHILE
WORKING LESS HOURS and actually having flexibility, freedom, and contribution in my day to day
life..

▶ WHERE YOU'VE SEEN ME: 



 Forbes, Millennial Influencer Summit, True Toast, Thrive Global, Medium,, Digital Revolution
Podcast, Digital Nomad Accelerator Podcast, WeWork: San Francisco, PechaKucha 
 100state, General Assembly ,,,

 

▶ WHAT OTHERS SAY: 
"She is so good on strategic and tactical level. Hanna has done an amazing job helping me out
with my business and keeping me in line with my objectives and keeps me constantly growing
my income and my impact." -Dominick DeAngelis, Performance Coach

 "Hanna astounds me with her ongoing support. When we started, my goal was to create a
business, earn $4,000 a month. I earned $20,000 in my first month and became location
independent!" -Nisha Hewlet, Founder, The Aligned Pretzel 

 "Hanna quickly  helped me realize where I should be focusing my time and energy and discover
what my next step is. Not only did she help me with the business side of things, she also
EMPOWERED me and reminded me of my VALUE. She lit a fire within me to GO out there, take
action, and be of service. Now I'm clear on what I am going to do and thank you to Hanna, I'm
ready to go DO IT! If you want to make your dream life your real life, you must work with Hanna. "-
Jessica Waala, Mindfulness Instructor

 



One
Are you just trying to keep up with

everyone else, and the lastest "marketing
strategy"?



The next time you find yourself comparing, or trying to keep up
with the latest business fads, ask yourself:  

▢ How am I similar to this person?
▢ What do I see them gaining that I think I deserve?
▢ What do I find bothersome or offensive about their approach or presence online? 
▢ What do I sense they’re doing better than me? 
▢ What am I not doing that they’re doing well? 
▢ What bothers them about me? 

Take some time to reflect on all of the positive attributes you
have to offer those around you. Write them down and repeat
them often.

Remember, YOU are the only YOU. 

Even if other people are "doing the same thing", or living your
"dream life", they are not doing it YOUR way. 

Use the next page to create your very own SUCCESS JOURNAL
and own your unique powers. 

Stop the comparison game



Write down alllllllllllllll the achievements and successes you have already had in your life. Go
wayyyyyy back. 3rd grade line leader? Survivor of heartbreak? Best Halloween costume in 2011?
Write it down!
Use the following prompts to gather dozens of successes you have already had, and start to add
up the ways in which you are an expert. 

▢ Childhood
▢ #1:
▢ #2:
▢ #3:

▢ Adolescence/Middle School
▢ #1 
▢ #2
▢ #3

▢ Teenage years/High School
▢ #1
▢ #2
▢ #3

▢ Young adulthood/College years
▢ #1
▢ #2
▢ #3

 On the following pages, we will talk about the more recent successes in your "real life".... 

Success Journal



Two
How many times do you have to hear: "It's

all about the mindset"?



Now that you've got a running list of your successes (don't forget
to add to it EVERY SINGLE DAY now!),

Let's take a look at what type of leader you are:

 1) What are the 3 words you want to be remembered by? What is the stuff you want to overhear at your
funeral:

#1:

#2:

#3:

2) How will you embody those qualities today? We must start somewhere with building our legacy, so let's
choose today.

I will be ________________, ___________________, and __________________ today by
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________

EXAMPLE: I want to be remembered as a servant leader, influencer, and free spirit. Today I will post a
Facebook live video and share what I learned in the book I am reading so that my followers feel my free
spirit, and so  I can share "out of the box" examples of living and working with more and more people. 

Mindset, Mindset, Mindset, and

Mindset!
Focus on the big picture... What is your legacy? How will your successes be remembered?



3) Great. Now you're in action, and embodying your expertise. Now, we can start to show the world through
your actions and other strategies that you are an expert! What we need next is tangible measurements of
your expertise (mostly to support your own confidence-- no one else is counting).... So, take those 3 words,
the strengths and areas of expertise you want to embody, and let's do a little more reflecting:

How long/how often have you been doing this? 

 I have been (#1 legacy word) ____________________ since _____________________

Examples of embodying that:

 

 
 I have been (#2 legacy word) ____________________ since _____________________

Examples of embodying that:

 

 

 I have been (#3 legacy word) ____________________ since _____________________

Examples of embodying that:

 

 

Who have you already served/helped? 

 

 

 

 

 
 



 4) Are you starting to see how powerful you already are? It's
almost time to share this newfound expertise with the masses! 

Just to protect that developing expert mindset, let's add in a few
more strategies to keep you growing.

▢ Add a few phrases to your mental chatter (you are talking to yourself, all day, every day, so let's make
sure it's getting you closer to your goals, ok?) Repeat phrases that support your legacy words to
yourself at least 10x a day. Examples:

▢ "I am a business building expert"
▢ "People love working with me on philanthropy projects"
▢ "I am the only expert on my life experiences"
▢ "I am ready NOW for success and recognition"

   
5) Justtttt in case you don't have enough mindset tools yet,
here's one more assignment: GRATITUDE! 

 You can add this to your daily self-talk, your success journal, and maybe even your text messaging
conversations! Send/say/share gratitudes EVERY DAY.

You need at least 3-5 phrases each day, in present tense-- be
specific! Examples:

▢ “I am so grateful now that I am a recognized thought leader”   
▢ “I love that 10 people reach out to me per day!”  
▢ “I am so grateful now that I have paid speaking gigs each month” 

 

6) Immerse yourself in positive self-talk podcasts, books, shows,
FB streams and friends that are smarter than you.



Three
 Use what you've got, and show what you

know!



First and foremost, let's address a little Branding 101...

 Your brand already exists.

And it’s evolving every day.

Branding is a process.

And once you “get it” and feel an authentic connection to your brand, you will never wonder…

Who am I? And how am I showing up online and offline?
What parts of myself should I share / not share? What’s too much or not enough?
How do I turn my personality, beliefs, skills, quirks, and experiences into an inspiring message?
What do my grandma and neighbor and high school friends and everyone anywhere think of me?
How to I balance 100% me, without offending or scaring people off?

You’ll never have to wonder—because you’ll just know.

In fact, real branding doesn’t need to be forced or described, because you can touch it, feel it, and connect
with it in on every level…

And it’s definitely not “hard”.

Ultimately, it’s another invitation to get super clear on WHO you are and your WHY.

Don’t just take it from me....

 

Brand your channels
And I'm not talking about a logo or color scheme...



“It’s the process of determining what exactly it is about you, your business, and the value you provide that
makes you MEMORABLE and INFLUENTIAL to your audience and potential customers…

It uncovers WHY your people should buy from you instead of your competitors.

And when you exclusively exist online, branding is critical to the growth of your business…

Because not only is that the ONLY way that potential customers will find you—but it’s also the only way that
you can really stand out from all those others out there that do-that-same-thing-you-do.

So it’s not just critical to the success of your business—it’s also critical to your wallet.”-Sarah Ancalmo,
Founder & Brand Strategist/ Creative Director, Public Persona
 

To start, dive deep into these questions:

Who do I want to be as a leader?

 

 

Who do I want to be as a businesswoman?

 

 

Who do I want to be as a partner, relative, friend?

 

 

What do I stand for, care about, believe in?

 

 

What makes me ME?

 
 

http://www.public-persona.com/story/


Once you gain clarity on the nitty-gritty answers to these questions, it will become obvious what your brand
is all about.

It will manifest in the way you…

Curate your social feeds (what do you dare to share on IG?)
Dress for a live video, conference or speaking gig.

Speak to a client, new friend, old friend or even your Aunt on the phone.

Design your messages, materials, and experience for your new clients.

Step onto a stage and deliver a 45-minute keynote.

 

So go ahead dear, just take some time to self-reflect, survey your loved ones, and pull out your favorite
journal to start your branding process.

On the next page, we will put some of your ideas into ACTION...
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



1) Choose 1-2 platforms to FOCUS on. I recommend Facebook

and LinkedIn, if you want to keep it simple and be taken
seriously. 

-Facebook

▢ Update your cover photo to demonstrate your expertise
▢ Headshot

▢ Get a nice, semi-professional image of yourself

▢ Include an "as featured in section"
▢ call out the places you have written blogs for, been interviewed in, etc

▢ Call to action
make a link to your Facebook group, website, LinkedIn, or other platform you are present on

  

This is free and easy to do on canva.com 
 
 
▢ Update the About Me section on your personal page

▢ Use your personal bio area to state your expertise and invite people to read more about you
▢ Use featured photos to add credentials, photos with other experts, or other features/moments you

are proud of

-LinkedIn

▢ Create a clean and eye-catching cover photo (just as you did for Facebook)
▢ Make your headline strong
▢ Write about your expertise, not just what you did at certain jobs.

▢ EXAMPLE:
-- BAD: Worked at Office XYZ for 2 years, completed phone calls, supported President by scheduling,

http://www.canva.com/


running errands, and completing confidential administrative tasks 

---GOOD: For 2 years, I exclusively supported the mission to bring more paper to the world. With the
President of the organization, I developed new systems, and organized large-scale operations. The
relationships and skills I developed here, allowed me to support a diverse group of professionals, bring more
paper to 1,000s in need,  and lead me to found my own organization focused on supporting young
executives in becoming more efficient.  

  

Descriptions demonstrate expertise instead of tasks completed

▢ Connect with 1-5 relevant people each day, no matter what platforms you choose
▢ posts and content need to explain who, what and why you are about
▢ Include a variety of posts on all platforms to show your personal and professional lives 

 

These same rules apply to Instagram, Twitter, YouTube, etc. Use
the "about me" sections to state your expertise.

 

 BONUS TIP: Follow and friend other experts! They will see more of you, and you will be aligned with
them across platforms!

 



Four
Teamwork makes the dream work

-Bang Gae

It is literally true that you can succeed
best and quickest by helping others to

succeed. 

-Napolean Hill

Alone we can do so little; together we can
do so much. 

-Helen Keller 



Look, even if you master all of these strategies, they don't matter
if no one is looking at you. Let's talk about collaborations to grow
your reach and get more eyes on your work!

1) Brainstorm relevant people in your field:

▢ Who do I read/look to?
▢  

▢  
▢ Who else is reading/looking at that? 

▢  

▢  
▢ Who already follows me? 

▢  

▢  
▢ Who is in the groups that I’m apart of? 

▢  

▢  
▢ Who needs this information the most? 
 

Collaborate
Influencer Marketing is the most fun way to grow your audience, share your mission and leverage your

precious time...



2) Reach out to them!

How? BY BEING A REAL PERSON! And offering value!

Start by offering to write guest blogs, interview others on your
channels, and serve them in big ways.

 NOTE: YOU MUST KNOW what this person is about before you email them! Do a little research, so you can be
personable in your message.

Use the templates below to send messages to any/all of the
people you just brainstormed (even the ones you have on a
pedestal right now).

EMAIL

SUBJECT: Interview Request for (insert media) article on (insert topic)

Hey (Insert name)!

(insert compliment, quick reason why you are reaching out to them)

I’m writing an article on (what’s the topic of the article you’re writing).

You seem like a great person to involve in the project because (insert reason). Can I feature your response
on (where you are posting-- your social media, or a blog you are writing for).

Just reply back to this email with your answer to this question:

(insert question)

(insert answer length needed)

Thank you for your time!

 

 

 
 



FACEBOOK MESSENGER
Hey (Insert name)!

(insert compliment, how you found them)

I noticed (something you can align with in their group/work).

In order to help your audience with (some problem you seem them facing), I'd like to share a live training on
how to (insert your expertise)

Add 2-3 reasons why this will help this person

These are the dates/times I'm available. Which works best for you?

Thanks for doing what you do! Excited to support your mission. 

(Name and contact information) 

 

FACEBOOK GROUPS

 Post "Who here has a blog?" "Who is looking for guest bloggers?" etc and you will find more and more people
to transition into the FB messenger and email formats!

 

BONUS IDEAS!

-Host events to be the automatic leader/expert in person, locally  

This is as simple as creating a Facebook event and posting it to Eventbrite. HINT: Even if NO ONE shows
up to your first event, the buzz has been created and people see you as a leader. After that first shot,
you can learn more about what locations and times work best for your people. 

 -Live interviews online 

Instead of using the templates above to get into other groups, invite people to be interviewed on your
blog or Facebook page/group

-Online summits
Invite several people to join you in a private Facebook group
Showcase other experts/thought leaders



When reaching out to collaborate, note the massive value each participant will get from your
summit/group/event

 -Get testimonials!

This is the kicker, because it will support all the other ideas we went over. People buy into RESULTS, so
don’t tell-- show! It will help your mindset too ;)
Use this template to reach out to personal contacts, if you don't have followers/clients to ask yet:  

Hi Name, 

  quick check in 
 remember when 
 now, I'm helping more people do this 
 would you be open to helping me with a 5 minute favor-- and write a short "testimonial" for me? 

 So it looks like....

Hi Joan,
Just got your Christmas card, and the kids look great in their Donald Trump outfits!
It got me thinking about the times before you even had kids! Do you remember when I shared natural
healing strategies with you, and then 2 months later you got pregnant!?
Well now, I'm helping more people get healthy and start families!
Would you be open to helping me with a 5 minute favor-- and write a short "testimonial" for me?
Let me know your thoughts!
Talk soon,

 
 

 

Action: Write down and execute 5 of these/5 ways to improve
your positioning Be specific. What steps are you going to take to
make them happen? 
 



Five
Keep moving ahead because action creates

momentum, which in turn, create
unanticipated opportunities. 



 Don't try to answer and implement all of this alone!
 
Join a community!
▢ The Dream Life is Real Life Facebook group  is a real place to make more connections, stay

in action, and continue getting the motivation and strategies to share and grow yourself.

Prepare for your Dream Life Strategy Call with me!
▢ I know these principles work, when they are worked correctly. I also know it can be

intimidating to get started though. That's why I allow inspired go-getters to speak to me
personally about how to personally apply these strategies.

▢ APPLY  for a free strategy session with me! 
▢ Come prepared with your answers to the branding questions in this workbook AND your

Dream Life income goals. We will create a plan that identifies your ideal client, how to
structure your signature offer, and how to get folks lining up to work with you!

Maintain momentum
Now that you have clarity and inspiration, let's keep rocking and rolling...!

made with

http://www.facebook.com/groups/millennialslivingthedream
http://www.dreamlifeisreallife.com/connect

